
UNIFIED SCHEMES OF WORK 

OF 

EDUCATiON
FOR 

PRIMARY 
SCHOOLS

BASIC SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
TERM:

CLASS: PRIMARY THREE
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

TOPICS LEARNING ACTIVITIES
WEEKS

EMBEDDED 
CORE

SKILls
Revision of Basic 2

work
(Basic

Science)
By the end ofthe 

Measurement of lesson, pupils

2B.sT Length
should be able to:

(Basic Meaning of

v. Pupils mention and demonstrate
the ways in which they measure
objects in their localities

Communication

and collaborad0L
iv. Tape measure

Science)

2 BST(IT) 

2 BST

(PHE)

3 BST

(Basic

Science)

length

instruments

of

measuring

length

Standard

meÜic units

of length

Pracåcal

demonstrati

ons of

measuring

length

Generational

development of

computers.

ii.

iii.

v.

vi.

i. mention the methods of

obtaining length from

their past experiences;

explain the meaning of

length;

describe mous
for

measuring

identify åe metic units
of measuring length

(mm, cm);

measure and record the

length, breadth and

heiÅ1t of objecb

around them;

analyse reason for

differences in length

Outline the various stages in

computer development

Match the year and the

x From Abacus to advancement of computer

smart phone.

Moving our body

parts

development

By the end ofthe lesson, pupils

should be able to;

vi. Class, uses the dimensions ofthe
classroom to brainstorm and
formulate the meaning oflength

vii. Pupils in pairs, discussand
share with the clas the standard
metic units oflengå

Vlii. Pupils in small groups ,
demonstate the measuring of
length, breadth and heiørt of
objects

ix. Pupils in small pups, measure
åeir heighb and compare them
with the hei#lts oftheir peers
and frat oftheir

x. Pupils in smallpups,analyse
the reason for differences in

Pupils, in pairs, tag the years again*

the advancement of computer

development.

*Pupils in pairs, imiute the movemen

and sound in people and animals

I) the imitate

and sound 

0 Creativity and

imaØnaüon

leadership and
personal

development

-Critical thinkng

-Collaboration and

communmon

-Personal development

Creating and Imagnati 

DPI lieracy

v. Meter rule
vi The pupilsand

objects in the

"i. Qarts on q.andard
uft oflength

bü/youube/-

http$//youbibefllQg8e0gt

um. V

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=sTc4kIVUnoA

i)https://youtu.be/

i) hups://youtu.be/ka7

iii) Mtps//youtu.be/4

Measurement of
Mass

movemenG made by

animals and machine
*Pupils as a class, describe movement

Leadership and personalpeople, 
in animals, people

ii) describe made in
in small youps, demonstrate*Pupils 

animals, people
the fundamenul movement patens

bending crawling galloping climbing

iii) demonstrate the

fundamental movement pa

e.g bending, crawling, galloping

climbing etc

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

i. Pupils mention and

demonsu-ate the ways in

development

Communication and 

collaborün

Communication

and

Audio-fisualMaterials

i) Playing gound

ii)Balk

iü) åats
iv) Whistle

(v) Chants

vüi. Weighing sale

ix. Inerarmbalance

x. Rope,sticks etc

Meaning of i.

mass

instruments

of

mention the

methods of

obtaining mass

from their past
ii.

which they determine the

weights of objects in their

homes

Class, observes sand of

quantity being

collaboration.

Creativity and

imagination

Leadership and

personal

xi. Record book, pencil

and eraser

xii. The pupils and

objects in the

measuring experiences explain

the meaning of

different 

poured into 2 bags and

weighed to formulate the

development

Digital literacy xili. Charts on sundard

Standard meanin of mass.



BASIC SCIENCE &
LEARNING ACTIVITES

WEEKS
TOPICS

metric units

of mass

Practical
demonstrati

ons of

measuring

mass of

objects.

OBJECTIVES

mention various

instrunwnts for

measuring, mass of

object.s;

identify the metric

units of measuring

mass (g, kg);

and record

the weight of

objects in the

classroom;

compare masses of

objects;

vi. analysc reasons for

differences in mass.

Outline the various stages in

computer development

Match the year and the

advancement of computer

development

By the end of the lesson pupils

should be able to;

LEARNING LEARNING

EMBEDDED CORE

SKILLS

3 BST (IT) Generational

lhjpils in pairs, discuss

and share with the class

the standard metric onits

of measuring mass of

objects

pupils in small groups ,

demonstrate the

measuring of mass of

objects

Pupils in small groups ,

measure their mass and

compare them with the

mass of their peers and

that of their teacher

vi. Pupils in small groups ,

analyse the reason for

differences in mass

Pupils, in pairs, tag the years against

the advancement of computer

development.

Critical thinking

Collaboration and

communication

Personnel

development

3 BST

(PHE)

4 BST
(Basic

Science)

development of

computers.

x From Abacus to

smart phone.

Movements

Measurement of

Time

Meaning and

instruments of

measuring
time
Standard

metric units of

time

Specified
Activities
within

specified åme
frame

i) Pupils in small groups, explain what i) Creativity and

is movement

i) Explain what is movement

[i) State types of movement

patterns

ii) Pupils, as an individual, statement

movement patterns

iii) Pupils in pairs, demonstrate

movement patternsdifferent 

iii) Demonstrate different
groups, describe the

movement patterns e.g bending, iv) Pupils in 

crawling, galloping etc. safety rules in movement patterns

4 BST (IT) System unit

iv) Explain the safety rules of

movement patterns e.g bending,

crawling, galloping, climbing etc.

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

i. mention the methods of

obtaining from their

past experiences;

ii. explain the meaning of

time;

fil. mention instruments for

measuring time;

iv.identifr the units of

measuring 6me (seconds,

minutes, hours, days,

weeks, months and

years);

v. discuss how specified

task are performed within

s ecifled time frame.

Identify the various internal

iii.

iv.

Pupils mention and

demonstrate the ways in

which they determine the

weights of objec% in their

homes

Whole class, brainstorms

on the instrumenG for

measuring time.

Pupils in pairs, discuss

and share with the class

the standard metric units

of measuring oftime.

Pupils in small groups,

discuss how specified

tasks are done within a

particular åme frame

Pupils, in pairs, identify the various

ij) Digital literacy

iii) Leadership and

personal development

iv) Communication and

collaboration

Communication

and

collaboration.

CJ Creativity and

imagination

Leadership and
personal
development

Critical thinking

features of the CPU and state
x Internal their uses.

features of CPU

Motherboard

Processor

Bios battery

Fan

intemal features of the CPU and

state their uses.

Pupils, in small groups, differentiate

the various internal features of the

CPU.

Collaboration and

communication

Personnel

development

Digital literacy

4 BST

(PHE)

RAM slot etc.

Physical fitness By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to

i) Explain what is physical fitn

ii) Mention components of

Pupils in pairs, explain physical fitness i) Digital literacy

ii) Pupils in groups, mention

components of physical fitness

iii) Pupils, as an individual ,

ii) Communication and

collaboration

iii) Creativity and

RESOURCES
units of mass

httP$;llJo

ht

htt s: www. outube
.com

i)

hftps://youtube/tF9qrV7P8

Audio Visual Materials

i) Playing ground

ii) Balls

iii) Charts

iv) Whistle

xiv. Wall clock

w. Stop clock
xvi. Charts showingthe

faces of clock with

different readings in

second, minute and

hour

htVps://yqutu.be/NZnLzg vp

79

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=uKmxgFE4rPo

V=vnlU10srvy4

demonstrate com nents h iCal

259



WEEKS
LEARNING

physical fitness BASIC 
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGYfitness EMBEDDED 

CORE

of 

iii) Demonstrate components of
physical fitness e.g endurance,
strength, agility, flexibility.

end of the 

SKILLS LPARNING
imagination

RESOURCES

ath&E20WONdJgÜM

httn;//pmwmtubuom/

audio visual

•Pictures

'Beam

'Stopwdci
'Yoga mats

'Benches
Forms Energy 

5 BST

(Basic (Light Enerv)

Science)
Meaning of

light enerv

SOU1tes of

light enerv

Uses of light energ

: 5BST(lT) system unit

Bylhe lesson, pupils

should be able to:

X explain the meaning of

light enerv;

x identify different

soumes oflight enerv,

x describe uses of light

enerw to man;

x analyse the importance

of light in their

environment

Identify the various intemal

features of the CPU and state

their uses.

i. pupils a class,

brainstorms on the
meaning oflight energy
Pupils in pairs, mention
sources of light and share
with the

iii. Pupils in small groups,
descnbe theusesoflight
enerv.

Pupils in small pups,
discuss the of
light in their enfronment

and share with the dass

Pupils, in pairs, identify the various

intemal features of the CPU and

state their uses.

Pupils, in small groups, differentiate

the various intemal features of the

CPU.

'Bench dip

0 Communication 
mif.andJestRks

collaboraåon

0 Criåcalthinhng
and problem

Electric bulb
Matches sticks

light

5-6 BST

(PHE)

Creaåvity and

imapnation

Critical thinking

Collaboration and

communication

Personnel

development

Digital literacy

Communication and

collaboraåon

i) Criånl thinking

ii) Creaå'ity and

imagination

hQÄhglLCF4&BEl

httF,/Iyoutu.be/d65mflIal

https://youtube/9PRRIJgQT

CEumwWRQy3g

http$.//youtwbe/z 71BIWdZ

list:

https:(/www.youtube.com/

x Internal

features of CPU

Motherboard

Processor

Bios battery

Fan

RAM slot etc.

Physical fitness By the end of the lesson, pupils i) Pupils in pairs, listcomponenbof

should be able to physical fress

i) Listandexplain componentso ii)Pupils, asanindividual,

https•./fr+wyqutube/vntch

V=vnIU10srvy4

ht@$//mvw.youtube.com/w

atch?F20WONdlgFYM

https://myw.youtubecom/w

physical fitness e.g endurance, 

strength, flexibility etc

ii) Demonstrate the basic

components of physical fitness 

iii) Describe the physical fitness

activities to achieve e.b

a) endurance

b) strength

c) flexibility

demonsü•ate the components of

physical fitness

iii) Pupils in groups, descfibe physical

fitness
leadership and personal

development

sruoot.s (P 1.3)

audio visual resources

*Beam

•stopwatch

•yoga mats

•Benches

*Bench dip
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ACTIVITES
EMBEDDED CORE

SKILLS
LEARNING 

OBJECTIVES

TOPICS
WEEKS

6 BST

(Basic

Science)

6 BST (IT) 

7

8 BST

(Basic
Science)

Mirror, Image

Formation

Propernes

of light

Plane

mirrors

Reflection

of light

Hardware devices

of a computer

X Input & output

deices

MID-TERM

ASSESSMENT

Forms of

Technology l-
Underdeveloped

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

identify
characteristics of

light;

describe types of

mirrors;

iii. demonstrate

reflection of light

using shiny

surfaces;

i. explain the

applications of

reflection of light.

Define hardyare devices

Outline and identify the

various hardware devices

MID-TERM ASSESSMENT

'i.

ili-

class, discuss on

the char-actens±cs of light

Pupils in small groups ,

eum:ne and descnbe the

t:.ves of plane mirrors

Pupils In small groups,

demonst%te the reflector,

of light using plane m:rror

Pupils smaii groups,

analyse the uses of

reflected light and share

'Mth the class e.g. mirrors,

telescope etc

By the end of the lesson, pupils

should be able to:

Communication

ard

collaboration

Leadership and
personal

development

Cntical thinking

and problem

Critical thinking

Collaboration and

communication

Personnel

development

Digital literacy

MID-TERM

ASSESSMENT

Communication

Technology
x

Forms of

idenäfy forms of

technolov•,

8 BST (IT) 

8-9 BST
(PHE)

technology

mp es o

underdevel

oped

technology

Characterist

ics of

underdevel

oped

technolog

x

9

9

9

9

9

X

examine emmples of

farming with hoes and

cutlasses;

using oftowm crier,

use of stones to make fire;

use of animals like

donkeys, camel etc. for

transporbåon
etc.

discuss characteristics

of underdeveloped

technolo

Pupils, in small groups, identifi and

state the various hardvare devices

MID-TERM ASSESSMENT

Pupils as a class discuss on

the forms technologi

Pupils in pairs, highlight

and share with class the

examples of

un e eve ope
technolog

iii Pupils in small groups ,

discuss the characterisücs

of underdeveloped

technoloy.

Pupils, in small groups, software

application, operating system and

and

collaboration

Critical åinkng
and problem

so ng
Creativity and

imaønation

Critical thinking

Collaboration and

Software Explain application,

application operating system and SFtem

application.
x Operating

X System
applications

Athletes By the end of the lesson; pupils

should be able to

system applications

i) Pupils in pairs, demonstrate sprint
race 100m, 200m, 400m etc

communication

Personnel

development

Digital literacy

i) Communication and

collaboration

& TECHN

RESOURCES

Lenses-

Empty cans
shiny surface
Pencil and book

ew?li =

S• 
utubectm

watchiæ3vSnVvtv

x MID-TERM
ASSESSMENT

xxi. Hoes

xxii. Cutlasses

xxiii. Posters and

charts

https:llyoutu.he/LEVC *PEF

CEumwWPi0y3g

htps://www.putube.com/

https:LLyoutwbgLiÜQ5CNT!5

Track event
i) Explain sprints race e.g 100m, ii) Pupils , individually, list different

200m, 400m types of sprints race

ii) Mention the different types of iii) Pupils in small groups, list the basi
sprints races, 100m, 200m, skills and techniques of sprint race
400m, etc

ii) Critical thinking and

problem solving

iii) Leadership

and personal

development

82991

o tu.

5rMefWoyay

iii) Mention the skill and

techniques involved in the
sprints race e.g take off,
acceleration

AUDIOVISUAL

field/track field

starting block

iv Describe the safe rules in

edudelighttutors.com



I.EARNING OBJECTIVES
TOPICS LEARNINGACTIVITPS 6c.fENce 

reCHNOCOOysprints race
(ORE

SKILLS

htttdfø

spike 'hoe
BV the end lesson, popils

should be able to: nervmng

pcvelepe€l

ltÄantples

deu•toped

Chatacteri.st

cechnologv

identiti' tonus of
developed

teatnologv:

ii. e,xatnine exanjples

ot developed

techn010KY',•

9 tarniin\,' with harvesters
and tractots;

9 using of public address

systems;

use 

Class brainst01tns on
fortns dc•veloped Communicatkm
technology.

Pupils in pairs, highlight
and share With class the
exatnples of developed
technology.

and

collaboration

C.rjtical thinking
and problem charts
solving

Pupils in small groups ,
Creativity and bttps.//youtu.k/GJu81

discuss the characteristics
imagination

of developed technology
Pupils in sanje small
groups, analyse 9 of lighters:

9 use of ships, airplanes,

the
characteristics of

jets, e.t.c. for

n•ansportation

discuss the

characteristics of
developed
technology

compa1V

underdeveloped

technology with

developed
technolo

Compare and contrast

c ST(IT) 
Operating system

between the various types of

developed technology with
those of underdeveloped

technolow

(Basic

! Saence)

x Windows

x Linux

x Ubuntu

Forms of

Technology Ill:

General uses of

Technology

operating system

State the functions of the

different operating system

Outline the uses of the

different operating system

Pupils should be able to:

identifr forms of

technolou;
11. examine examples

of modern day

techn0100',•

111. discuss uses of

modern day
technoloor;

analyse the

importance of

modern day

technolou•,

v. discuss the

importance of

modern technology

in everyday

Pupils, in small groups, discuss the
various types of operating system,

theirs functions and uses.

i. Pupils as a class , discuss

on the forms technology.

Pupils In pairs, highlight

and sham with class the

examples ofmodern day

technology.

Ill. Pupils in small groups,

discuss uses ofmodern

Critical thinking

Collaboration and

communication

Personnel

development

Digital literacy

O Communication
and

collaboration

CrJtical thinking

and problem

solving
Creadvityand 

imagination 

day technolov.

Pupils In pairs, discuss the

Importance ofmodern

technology in their daily

lives

10 Bsr Operating system

x Windows
X Linux
x Ubuntu

activities. Critical thinking

Compare and contrast Pupils, in small groups, discuss the

Collaboration and

between the various types of various types Of operating system,

communication
theirs functions and uses.

operating system
Personnel

State the functions of the development

different operating system
Digital literacy

Outline the uses of the

different operating system

262

åugamoutubeZbiX7HHxw

https•.//m«w.pvtube.øml

xxvii. GSM phones,

calculators.

computers etc

xxviii. Postersand

charts

b;/ÄLheLGüz8LuzK
8

91

wWllst=Tl.PQMTAwOTlwM

tt s: WWW ut -c

- MINISTRY OF 
EDUCATION



BASIC SCIENCE & 
TECHNOLOGYWEEKS TX)PICS LEARNING OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITES EMBEDDED CORE

Athletes

Field event

high hump

11 REVISION

12 EXAMINATION

By the end of the lesson. pupils

should be able to

i) Mention the phases humps

appmaching, take off flight.

landing.

i) Demonstrate the jumping
activities jump and reach,

jump and touch. jump on the

spot

'i) Discuss the concept of long

jump

iii) Demonstrate phases of long
Jump on the field

REVISION

EXAMINATION

i) individual pupil, mention the basic
phases In long jump events (approach

run. take off, flight. landing, recovery)

ii) Pupils in pairs , demonstrate

jumping activities e.g jump and reach

jump and touch, lumping on the spot

iii) Pupils in small groups, discuss the
concept of long jumps

IV) Pupils in groups, demonstrate the

SKII.IS
i) Critical thinking and
problem solving

ii) Communication and
collaboration

in) Leadershtp and
personal development

iv) Digital Itteracy

basic phases in jump events on the field,
(long jump)

REVISION

EXAMINATION

REVISION

EXAMINATION

edudelighttutors.com

UNIFIED SCHEMES OF WORKFOR PRIMARY SCHOOLS (PRY 1-3)

LEARNING

RESOURCES

bttps•

audio visual 
resources

i) Flash card

u) Poster

ili) Long lump pit

iv) Measuring 
tape

v) Take off board

vi) Rake/Shovel

REVISION

EXAMINATION

263


